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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The major purpose underlying the Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren program is to make it possible for a dependent child to 
receive the care of his own family. There is also the goal t0 
have the family setting a normal one, or as near normal as 
possible. Yet the conditions of eligibility enumerated in 
Title IV of the Social Security Act almost make impossible the 
ideal of a normal familY situation. The eligible child is 
one who 11 has been deprived of parental support or care by 
reason for the death, continued absence from the home, or 
physical or mental disability of a parent. • • Uland these re-
~uirements preclude a family setting considered as ideal in 
our society where the child ~as two natural parents, the 
father as the breadwinner, and the mother as the homemaker. 
There is, however, a type of family unit possible under 
the Aid to Dependent Children program which most closely 
approximates the average family. This unit is comprised of a 
father who is incapacitated and living in the home, the mother 
and one or more dependent children. It is with such a group 
of 11 incapacii;ated father" families that this study deals, and 
the experience of twenty-two families who received aid to 
1 Social Security Act, 1935 Title IV, Sec. 406 (a). 
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dependent children ten years ago will be examined. 
Background of the Study. The possibility and feasibility of 
the present study arose from the following circumstances. 
When the writer was employed by the Division of Public Assist-
ance in Rhode Island Department of S~oial Welfare in 1941 and 
assigned to District IV in the City of Providence, he had in-
cluded in his caseload, among other forms of assistance, only 
those aid to dependent children families in which an incapac-
itated father lived in the household. The Public Assistance 
Division had several reasons for making this special project 
assignment. Heretofore, a male social worker had never carrie 
an aid to dependent children caseload in Rhode Island, and 
under its predecessor, the Mothers Aid Program, only women 
workers were empleyed. It was also felt that a male worker 
would be in a better position to give supportive help to the 
incapacitated father. At the time it was felt that these 
fathers were neglected in many instances. The father in re-
lin~uishing his role as breadwinner because of his inability 
to work, did not always at the same time give up his place as 
head of the household, although it did seem as if all activity 
was directed toward this latter end. Invariably, interviews 
were held with the mother and planning centered around the 
household and care of the children. The assistance check was 
made out to the mother, her name headed the case record, and 
all correspondence regarding the family was addressed to her. 
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Eileen Blackey succinctly described this viewpoint. 
Our ADC program is so entrenched in the matriarchal 
pattern that the fatherts self-respect is threatened 
when his wife becomes the head of the family on the 
agency's books. Even where agencies find it possible 
to give the grant to the father, it still carries 
with it a suggestion of feminine priority. One of 
our major case work problems in these families is 
that of helping tHe father to retain his position 
as economic head. 
The writer had responsibility for this specialized case-
load for one year starting in June 1941 and assignment of such 
families was district-wide. All incapacitated father families 
were initially transferred to the writer, and newly accepted 
families during the year were also transferred. Conversely, 
when there was no longer an incapacitated father in the home 
because of death or absence for any reason, the family was as-
signed to another worker in the district. Starting out with 
seventeen families on June 1, 1941, the number increased to a 
total of twenty-two families by September of the same year and, 
although there were a number· of removals from the caseload be .... 
cause assistance was discontinued or the father was no longer 
in the home, the total count of different families was never 
greater than twenty-two. This control insured inclusion of 
every aid to dependent children family in District IV, Provi-
dence, in which an incapacitated father lived in the ,home who 
received assistance for any length of time during the year 
June 1, 1941 to ·June 1, 1942. 
2 Eileen Blackey, 11 Case Work Services in an.ADC Program, 11 
The Famil;y;, July, 1942, p .. ·189. 
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It is not the intent to describe the writer's experience 
with this caseload during the year 1941-1942, but the back~ 
ground has been presented to show the origin of the families 
on which this study is based. It might be pertinent to men-
tion that as a result of this early project a precedent had 
been established and now social workers of both sexes are as-
signed aid to dependent children families in the Division of 
Public Assistance. Carrying out a recommendation also made at 
that time, the assistance checks are now made out in the name 
of the father or mother depending upon the social desirability 
in each individual situation. 
Purpose ~ the Studl• It is the purpose of this study to 
describe the former and present status of twenty-two aid to 
dependent children families who had these factors in common: 
1) they received assistance .during part or all of the year 
June 1, 1941 to June 1, 1942, 2) an incapacitated father lived 
in the home with his wife and children, and 3) they all lived. 
within the boundaries of District IV, Providence, during 1941 
to 1942. As a result of follow-up it will be possible to 
learn the experience of these families ten years later with 
special emphasis on the current status of the children in 
these families. There will be an attempt to evaluate the 
present educational, employment, and marital adjustment of the 
children. 
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Questions Proposed. How effective has public assistance serv-
ice been in promoting the independence of the families? What 
factors were present in those families re~uiring aid to de-
pendent children for a short time compared to those who re-
ceived assistance for a long duration? What is the attitude 
of the family toward receiving aid to dependent children? 
What is the effect of assistance on children of working age 
toward going to wsrk? Is there much pressure for them to 
leave school at the age of sixteen to seek employment, even 
though assistance may be continued up to the eighteenth birth-
day if the child is regularly attending school? How do fami-
lies who were former-aid to dependent children recipients but 
who have not received public assistance for a number of years 
feel about discussing their former experiences and present 
circumstances? 
Sources of ~· One of the main sources of information about 
the families was the case records in the district offices. 
Because there had been a redistricting of the five Providence 
public assistance districts in 1942, and several families had 
moved while receiving assistance, the case records were dis-
tributed among three district offices in Providence and one 
outside Providence. The Master File located at the Central~ 
Office was useful in ascertaining the assistance status of 
the family during the past ten years, the latest available 
address, and the district in which the case record was located. 
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Another important source to bring the material up-to-date for 
all the families was the home visit the writer made to each 
family whose assistance had been discontinued for some time in 
the past. 
Method £! Procedure. A schedule3 was prepared and information 
for this obtained from the case record where possible. In 
those instances where a home visit was required, a letter4 was 
sent to the family informing them of the writer 1 s purpose in 
making the call. Information obtained during the visit was 
added to the schedulee The 1951 Providence City Directory 
proved most helpful in obtaining current addresses of some 
families who had had no contact with the Division of Public 
Assistance for several years. 
Limitations !Q the Study. The decision to study all aid to 
dependent children families having incapacitated fathers in the 
home within a single district and within a certain year inter-
val imposed certain limitations in the quantity and quality 
of data available. Some records were very brief in those sit-
uations where the total duration of assistance was short. In 
many instances the record concerned itself mainly with factual 
material regarding continuing eligibility for financial aid, 
and there was much less emphasis upon the emotions and atti-
tudes of family members. There is also a difference in 
3 See Appendix A. 
4 See Appendix B. 
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evaluating a family's experience over a ten year span when one 
can use a fairly complete case record which covers this inter-
val as compared to the information obtained from a relatively 
short interview about what a family went through in the past 
seven or eight years. For these reasons the major emphasis · 
will be upon the description of the families as they were ten 
years ago and their present situation. 
Definition £! ~ Stuqz Period. Although a few of the familie 
first started receiving Aid to Dependent Childre.n from June 
1941 to June 1942, the majority had received this form of 
assistance for varying periods of time prior to June 1941 and 
many had had other types of aid such as general assistance, 
WPA, etc. Therefore, the study period is defined as starting 
June 1, 1941 and ending June 1, 1951 and is concerned only 
with the aid to dependent children form of assistance received 
during this decade. This study also will be primarily con-
cerned with the children who were included in the payment at 
some time during June 1941 to June 1942. 
The terminal date of June 1, 1951 provides a full ten 
years for the seventeen families active on June 1, 1941 and at 
the most only three months short of ten years for the five 
families who started receiving assistance shortly after June 1, 
1941. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN 
PROGRAM AND THE INCAPACITATED FATHER 
A very brief background of the development of aid to 
dependent children in this country will be presented in this 
chapter with special reference to the provisions in Rhode 
Island which relate to the incapacitated father in the home. 
Predecessors .:!!£ Aid 12 Dependent Children. 
Home life is the highest and finest product of 
civilization. It is the great molding force of 
mind and of character. Children should not be 
deprived of it except for urgent and compelling 
reasons.l 
This statement emanating from the Conference on Care of 
Dependent Children in 1909 (the first of the decennial White 
House Conferences) highlighted a trend in child welfare which 
started at the beginning of this century. The princip+es set 
forth that financial necessity of itself should not deprive a 
child of the values of growing up in his own family. The 1909 
Conference provided the impetus for the assistance programs 
known as Mothers' Aid which were subse~uently established in 
almost all the states. Illinois passed the first Motherst Aid 
law in 1911 while Rhode Island enacted Mothersl Aid legisla-
tion in 1923.2 
1 Emma 0. Lundberg, 11 Child Welfare, 11 Social Work Year 
Book, 1947, p. 93. 
2 Rhode Island Public Laws, 1923, Ch. 455. 
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As the name implied, the Mothers 1 Aid program in Rhode 
Island was designed primarily for the mothers of dependent 
children who were fourteen and under or under sixteen and stil 
attending school. The mothers were widows or wives of husband 
who were totally incapacitated by chronic illness or insanity, 
or serving a long-term prison sentence.. The 11 fitness 11 of the 
mother with regard to her ability to bring up her children was 
also investiga~ed. 
Ward has pointed out the following. 
Fathers who were incapacitated were considered only if 
they were incapacitated in a hospital -- either a tu-
berculosis sanatarium or a mental hospital. Little was 
said of the incapacitated ma'n in his own house, and as 
late as 1936 a report of the care of such men confined 
in hospitals was given, but no mention was ~ade of 
them in connection with their own families. 
Social Security~· The federal Social Security Act passed by 
Congress in 1935 inc.luded in Title IV many of the provisions 
which were in effect in the Mothers·t Aid laws of several state • 
. 
The term "dependent child" means a child under the age 
of sixteen, or under the age·of eighteen if attending 
school, who has been deprived of parental support or 
care by the reason of the death, continued absence 
from the home, or physical or mental incapacity of a 
parent, and who is living with his father, mother ••• 
in a place of residence maintained by oni or more of 
such relatives as his or their own home. 
3 Margaret Ward, A Studl £! ~ Effects of Social Secur-
l!z Legislation £g ~ ~ to Dependen~ Children Program 1g 
~ State of Rhode Island, p. 42. ·· 
4 Social Security~' 1935, Title IV, s. 406 (a) 
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This act also provided for federal participation in the 
money payments to recipients of Old Age Assistance, and Aid 
to the Blind as well as Aid to Dependent Children. 
The Aid to Dependent Children plan in Rhode Island was 
approved by the Social Security Board in 1937 and payments 
under the new program became effective retroactive to January 
l, 1937. 
~ Rhode Island ~ to Dependent Children Program. The 
present program in Rhode Island is administered under the 
authority of the Public Assistance Act of 1944 which is within 
the limitations imposed by the Social Security Act. 
The purpose of Aid to Dependent Children is stated in the 
Rhode Island Public Assistance Service Manual. 
The purpose of aid to dependent children is two-
fold; to make it possible for the child to remain 
in or to return to the custody and ca~e of his 
parents or relatives who have a natural responsi-
bility, bond of affection and concern about his 
well-being; and5to enable the childfs unmet needs to be supplied. 
The same manual also defines the incapacity of a parent. 
If either parent is incapacitated the child may be 
included within the scope of the program. Incapac-
ity is defined as follows: mental or physical in-
capacity, full or partial disablement, temporary 
or permanent disability • • • 
The incapacity can be incapacity in the home, or 
5 R. I. Public Assistance Service Manual, Ch. III, 
s. 302, p. r. 
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a condition re~u~ring hospitalization. It can mean 
partial disablement, and it can be a supplementary 
payment made because the parent is not able to work 
to the maximum. It can be temporary disability 
necessitating a payment over a very short time or 
permanent disablement. Workers must use all re-
sources in-the fami-ly, and in the community toward 
the rehabilitation of the incapacitated parent 
toward his social objective of a happy and profit-
able life, and help him to participate to the full-
est in all family planning and activity.6 
It should be noted that in the excerpt quoted above the 
word 11 parent 11 is used in all instances, and the incapacity 
defined refers to either the father or mother. Studies have 
shown, however, that the incapacity of the father, as a cause 
of dependency in Aid to Dependent Children, is by far numer-
ically greater than the incapacity of the mother. Alling and 
Leisy7 in reporting on a study conducted by the Bureau of 
Public Assistance in 1948 which included sample data from all 
the states, showed that 23 per cent of the families had in-
capacitated fathers in the home while 7 per cent of the mother 
were incapacitated. They go on to say that although the statu 
of the mother contributed to the child's dependency, it was 
doubtful if many families would have received assistance only 
on account of this if the fathers had been able to furnish 
support. They state that the number of families in which aid 
6 Ibid., Ch. III, Sec. 302.3, p. l. 
-
7 Elizabeth Alling and Agnes Leisy, 11 Aid to Dependent 
Children in a Postwar Year," Social Security Bulletin, 
August, 1950, p. 7. 
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was received solely because of the mother 1 s status of death, 
incapacity or absence, represented less than 2 per cent of all 
the families. 
A word about the inclusion of the incapacitated father in 
the pay.ment might be in order at this point. Prior to 1942, 
the father, although supplying the eligibility status, was not 
included in the aid to dependent children payment when the 
mother was also present, and his needs were usually met throug! 
assistance from the public welfare department in the city or 
town where the family resided. In January 1942 the program 
expanded by permitting fathers to be included in the assist-
ance payment, along with the mothers. However, federal funds 
for matching purposes were provided only for the children, 
and it was not until 1950 that the Social Security Act was 
amended whereby 11 .... the Federal Government will participate 
financially to include a $27 amount with respect to a parent · 
• • 
• caring for the child. uS This provision now enables all 
the family members, who come under the definition of child or 
parent to receive a share of Federal funds, but when both par-
ents are present, the father must still receive state funds 
entirely, unless he is eligible for Old Age Assistance, Aid 
to the Blind, Aid to the Disabled, or has income from another 
source. 
8 Bureau of Public Assistance, Public Assistance Goals 
~~ p. s •. 
Studies of Aid to Dependent Children. In the fifteen years 
that the Aid to Dependent Children program has been in effect, 
there have been many studies on the effectiveness of this 
program. Few of these have been in the nature of 11 follow-up 11 
or the longitudinal appr~ach, while none, to the writerts 
knowledge, have utilized the follow-up method only for those 
families which had an incapacitated father in the home. 
The State of North Carolina conducted a study in 1948 to 
determine what progress the children in aid to dependent chil-
dren families had made in the six-year period 1942 to 1948. 
This study was based upon a sample of 918 families who receive 
assistance in 1942 and was primarily statistical in nature.9 
Another study conducted for the American Public Welfare Asso~ 
elation by the Institute for Research in Social Science of the 
University of North Carolina, has enlisted the cooperation of 
various state pubLic welfare agencies, and was based upon a 
sample of aid to dependent children families whose assistance 
was discontinued during a month in 1950. The results of this 
latter study, also quantitative in its emphasis, have not yet 
been published. 
A number of authors have written on the role of the in-
capacitated father in the family. Osborn has said: 
9 Ruth Lindquist and Margaret Woodson, Families Receiv-
ing Aid to Dependent Children in North Carolina. 
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Whenever the father is .physically and mentally 
able to participate in the family plan, he should 
be included. Not only does this result in better 
knowledge and understanding of the fatherts and 
therefore the family's problems ~ •• but it also 
tends to enhance the status of the father in the 
home.lO 
Gertrude Johnson of Minnesota has pointed out that though 
the incapacitated father in that state was eligible to receive 
the payment, out of 225 families where the father was in the 
home, only thirteen fathers actually received the payment or 
5 per cent of those in families where this was possible. She 
feels that the father 11 has been shunted off and ignored by· 
the program that aims to protect the interests, well-being, 
and happiness of his children. 1111 
The Place 2.:f. the Father in ~ Family. Psychoanalytic teaching 
has emphasized the role of the father in the family circle 
especially with regard to the successful resolution of the 
oedipal conflict by the children of both sexes. Wolf has writ 
ten that 11 Fathers are necessary for the best development of 
children, not just as providers, but a·lso because they are 
essential contributors to the child's sound emotional growth~ 1 
10 Mildred E. Osborn, "Are tP,e Fathers Forgotten?" 
The Familz, January, 1942, p. 302. 
11 Gertrude Johnson, "Let1 s Pay More Attention to the 
D~sabled ADO Father," Minnesota Welfare, November, 1947, p. 7. 
12 Anna W. lllf. Wolf, The Parents 1 Manual, p. 216. 
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In a new book by English and Foster there is demonstrated the 
part the father can pl·ay through the various phases of the 
childrs growth from infancy to adulthood.. They also write in 
their forward: 
Plainly this nation needs father in the armchair at 
the head of the table again, carving the roast, dis-
ciplining the children, keeping the peace, settling 
disputes • • • serving as an example for sons to 
emulrBe and daughters to seek in husbands of their 
own .. 
Although offering some enticing possibilities, it is be-
yond the scope of this thesis to show the value of the father' 
presence on the future adjustment of his children~ Such a 
study would entail a much larger sampling of families, and 
would also require a control group, carefully matched, in 
which there was no father present. Nevertheless, it is inter-
esting to speculate to what extent the father, though incapac-
itated, exerted a beneficial influence. 
An investigation along this line was undertaken by 
Willoughby who compared two groups of aid to dependent chil-
dren, matched for age, school, and sex. One group had an in-
capacitated father in the home while the other was fatherless, 
and the variables investigated were intelligence quotients, 
school marks, health ratings, and discipline ratings. It was 
found that the group of children who had an incapacitated 
13 0. S. Eng~ish and C. J. Foster, Fathers Are Parents, 
Too, p. xi. 
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father in the home had significantly higher scores in the 
four aspects studied. The explanation offered is pertinent to 
the present study and is ~uoted. 
The clear effect of the father 1 s presence on disci-
pline seems to be the same phenomenon that results 
in the familiar higher crime ratB in broken homes; 
it is traditional to ascribe it to the fatherts 
superior policemanship, but perhaps a little more in 
harmony with modern concepts of emotional dynamics 
to suppose that the fatherless child is lonely, dis-
couraged, and without a model on which his character 
can fashion itself. It has often been observed in 
psychoanalytical studies that some ~etty unprepos-
sessing fathers can exert a surprisingly stabilizing 
effect on their children; whatever the effect is, 
it appears to depend chiefly on the fact of being a 
father and only secondarily on the kind of father 
one is.l4 
14 Raymond R. Willoughby, 11 The Degree of Underprivilege 
in Dependent Children. Part II: The Role of the Father, 11 
Rhode Island Welfare, April, 1942, p. 9. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE FAMILIES IN 1941 
By assembling and analyzing the data contained in the ca 
records it is possible to reconstruct a picture of the twenty-
two families who received aid to dependent children between 
June 1941 and June 1942 in District IV, Providence. District 
IV, one of the five Public Assistance districts in Area III 
(Providence, R. I.) in 1941 encompassed that neighborhood of 
the city known as Federal Hill, a compact, congested section 
lying to the west of downtown Providence, and whose population 
was predominantly of Italian descent. 
These twenty-two families were all in financial need to 
a greater or lesser extent because of the illness or disabil-
ity of the father which prevented him from obtaining employ-
ment. 
The Parents 
Nativity ~ Marital History. Five fathers and fourteen 
mothers were born in the United States, sixteen fathers and 
eight mothers were born in Italy, and the birthplace of one 
father was Armenia. 
For sixteen of the mothers and fathers their marriage was 
the first. Four men and two women had been married previously 
Of these prior unions, two were broken by divorce and four by 
the death of a spouse. One father was married twice before 
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and his first two wives had died. 
As previously mentioned, special note is taken of the 
children. The total number of children included in the as-
sistance payment was eighty-two although there were ninety 
children in the homes, the eight being older than sixteen and 
employed, or older than eighteen years of age. In addition 
there were nine older children living away from home. These 
figures do not include ten children by previous marriages. Of 
this group, four fathers had seven children and two mothers 
had three children. 
Ag~. All ages have been computed as of January 1, 1942, a 
point approximately midway in the year June 1, 1941 to June 1, 
1942. On this basis it was found that the median age of the 
fathers was· forty-five years and the mothers' median age was 
forty years, or five years younger. The youngest father was 
thirty-five and the oldest seventy-one whereas the age range 
for the mothers was twenty-seven to forty-seven years. In no 
instance was the mother older than the father and the range 
of their differences in ages is quite largef from the same 
age (or no difference) to a difference of twenty-five years. 
Incapacitie~. Two of the fathers incapacitated because of 
advanced age were over sixty-five and were receiving old age 
assistance. Two were aid to the blind recipients. The others 
were supported principally by general assistance, and later 
were included in the aid to dependent children payment. Some, 
18 
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however, were assisted financially by pensions or by children 
over sixteen who were employed. 
It may be seen from Table I that tuberculosis and other 
pulmonary disorders accounted for a little less than half the 
fathers' disabilities. 
19 I 
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TABLE I. 
FREQUENCY AND TYPE OF INCAPACITY OF 
FATHERS IN DISTRICT IV, JUNE, 1941. 
Incapacity Number of Fathers Per cent 
Tuberculosis and other 
pulmonary disorders 
Cardiac conditions 
Mental disorders 
Advanced age 
Blindness 
Ulcers 
Loss of limb 
Arthritis 
Nephritis 
Total 
10 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
l 
1 
1 
--
22 
45.6 
9.1 
9 .. 1· 
9.1 
9.1 
4.5 
4.5 
4.5 
4.5 
.........._ 
100.0 
Although Table ·I is based on the major cause of incapacitj~ 
five of the fathers ha~ multiple disabilities. Examples are 
a father who had a cardiac condition and epilepsy, another had 
nephritis and diabetes, while still another was diagnosed as 
psychotic in addition to having tuberculosis. 
Five of the twenty-two mothers presented health problems, 
though.not as disabling as the fathers, were present neverthe-
less. Three women had cardiac conditions, one was diabetic1 
and two others suffered from ulcers and arthritis respectively. 
In considering the various incapacities it is useful to 
know the time of onset. The median year of onset for the 
twentw-two fathers was in 1937. The marriage date between the 
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incapacitated father and his wife can be compared with the on-
set of his incapacity. The earliest marriage took place in 
1917 and the latest in 1937, the median year being 1924. The 
average of the intervals between marriage and onset of inca-
pacity, however, was 10.8 years. In only two instances was th 
date of marriage subse~uent to the onset of the incapacity. 
Former Occupation~ ~ Educational Level. The occupations of 
the men had been unskilled or semi-skilled, and not one of the 
twenty-two had been a professional worker. Four were laborers 
and four were factory workers (semi-skilled).· A variety of 
vocations is represented, and a few examples are baker, paint-
er, blacksmith, dishwasher, cobbler, truck driver, and tailor. 
The educational background of the fathers was very limit-
ed, four having no record of any formal schooling. The rest 
reached various grades at the elementary and grammar school 
levels. Only one father had attained the second year in high 
school. 
The work experienue of the mothers is significant because 
she might have found employment when her children grew older 
and her services were not so urgently needed in the home. Of 
the twenty-two mothers, all that had any employment experience 
had been mill or jewelry workers. Eleven had worked only bee 
fore their marriage, seven worked before and after marriage, 
and four had no employment experience at all. 
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The Children -..;;..;::.:;=~..::;.,;;..;;, 
The eighty-two dependent children who were included in th 
assistance payment during all or part of the year June 1941 to 
June 1942 are distributed by age and sex in Table II. 
TABLE II. 
AGE OF DEPENDENT CHILDREN IN AID TO DEPENDENT 
CHILDREN FAMILIES BY SEX, JUNE 1941. 
Age Total Boys Girls 
1 year* 4 2 2 
2 years 3 2 1 
3 5 3 2 
4 3 1 2 
5 6 4 2 
p 4 1 3 
7 5 3 2 
8 5 2 3 
9 6 3 3 
10 4 2 2 
11 9 5 4 
12 5 4 1 
13 7 2 5 
14 5 4 1 
15 6 2 4 
16 2 1 1 
17 3 
-
3 
- -----
Total children 82 41 41 
*Read as one and over but under two years of age, etc. 
Ages computed as of January 1, 1942. 
By coincidence there happened to be an e~u~l division of 
sex: forty-one boys and forty-one girls. There is a fairly 
even fre~uency of children at all the age groups, the largest 
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number, nine, at eleven years of age. All the children were 
attending school except for those of preschool age. Four of 
the five children sixteen and seventeen years of age were 
girls. 
The statistics in this chapter have described the family 
members, their characteristics with regard to age, sex, inca-
pacity, education, marital history, nativity and other aspects. 
A ~uantitative analysis fails, however, to portray the extent 
of the problems a family faces when the father can no longer 
support his family because illness or disability has struck. 
The incapacitated father merits consideration. Formerly 
the breadwinner he was no longer able to provide his wife and 
children with the necessities of life. Dependent upon public 
assistance, and forced into idleness, he found time heavy on 
his hands. A review of the case record material of ten years 
ago indicated that the majority of the incapacitated fathers 
spent their time reading, taking walks, sometimes helping with 
the housework or going on errands. A few of the more severely 
disabled were confined to bed. One father, disabled by a leg 
amputation and a severe cardiaccomplication, (which a medical 
report indicated would result in a very short life expectancy) 
busied himself by making paper novelties at the Bureau for the 
Handicapped. Several of the fathers attended to their health 
needs by regular attendance at hospital clinics. Most found 
solace in the companionship of wife and children, and looked 
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forward to the time when their offspring would grow to matur-
ity and become self-supporting. 
The mothers also had their problems. Busy with the care 
of small children and a multitude of household tasks, they 
fre~uently had the additional burden of caring for their in-
valid husband 1 s needs. Making both ends meet on a limited 
public assistance budget often taxed their ingenuity. The 
discouragement caused by the inability to meet adequately the 
basic items of food, shelter, and clothing was intensified by 
the inability to lighten the burden with the little 11 extras" 
that help so much to alleviate the drabness of subsistence 
living. 
There were some additional sources of help which aided 
the families in 1941. The WPA clothing projects provided 
certain clothing to the families without charge. The Food 
Stamp Plan, devised to absorb the surplus agricultural commod-
ities, were utilized by many of the families. The annual 
Santa Claus Fund conducted by a local newspaper assured toys 
for the younger children at Christmas. 
The children, especially the older boys and girls attend-
ing school, were conscious of the economic pressure under 
which the family strained. Free public recreation was neces-
sarily substituted for that which had to be purchased. Commu-
nity clubs and settlement houses were an invaluable aid in 
preparing the children for social living. Yet there was much 
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pressure to go to work at the first available opportunity. 
For many, the reality of a regular pay check seemed more advan-
tageous than continuance in school, and the future opportuni-
ties that extended education would bring. 
Despite the problems, the pressures, and tensions, the 
fact remains that Aid to Dependent Children was the means by 
which these families were kept together. When all resources 
were exhausted, When relatives and friends tired of helping 
out, public assistance remained the last line of defense. 
What the future held in store for the twenty-two families 
is the subject of the remainder of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE FAMILIES TEN YEARS LATER 
The years from 1941 to 1951 were momentous for the Nation 
and the World. The start of this decade marked the end of the 
Great Depression and saw the start of World War II with its 
accompanying full employment. Post-war readjustment followed 
with alternating prosperity and recession, and the decade 
ended with the Korean crisis and its threat to world peace. 
Ten years would ordinarily bring changes in family patterns, 
but such changes were accelerated under the impact of war and 
its effect. Young men were called into military service, 
tempting jobs beckoned the youngster.who just passed the com-
pulsory age of school attendance, the handicapped and unskille 
found a market for their services, and women entered industry 
in unprecedented numbers. 
How did the twenty-two aid to dependent children families 
fare during this decade? How many and in what way did they 
achieve financial independence? What factors made for the 
continuous dependence of some? What progress did the children 
in these families make? The answers to these and other ques-
tions are the substance of this chapter. 
~ Famill Units 1g June 1951. A total of eleven parents died 
between June 1941 and June 1951. Nine fathers and two mothers 
passed away; thus exactly half the twenty-two families lost 
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either a father or mother during the decade. One child met 
accidental death. 
Death was not alone the cause of changes in size of fam~ 
ily groups. Marriage and opportunity for employment elsewhere 
as well as service in the armed forces also reduced the size 
of some family units. In June 1951, one mother lived alone, 
and nine mothers lived with their remaining children. 
All the children had left the homes of two couples, while 
both parents in eight families still maintained homes for 
their children ranging in number from one to fiveG 
One widower continued to live with his two children, and 
another with his four. One mother obtained a divorce, and 
another remarried. 
In only one family did births after 1941 increase the 
size of the family group. 
Financial Statu~ _£! ~ Family Units .!!! ~ 1951. Of the 
twenty-two family units whose composition is described above, 
fourteen were self-supporting in June 1951 while eight, or 
about one-third, were dependent upon public assistance. 
For the purpose of studying the ~uestions mentioned in 
Chapter I the families have been divided into three groups 
based upon their economic dependence or independence and length 
of time Aid to Dependent Children was received. 
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Group I (seven families) Self-supporting -- duration 
less than two and one-half 
years. 
Group II (seven families) Self-supporting -- duration 
more than two and one-half 
· years. 
Group III (eight families)Dependent upon some form of 
public assistance. 
The shortest duration was noted for one family in Group I 
which received aid for one and one-half months. Two families 
in Group III had received Aid to Dependent Children continu-
ously for the full ten years of the study period and beyond, 
while another family received assistance continuously until 
June 1, 1951 at which time assistance was discontinued. 
Table III is pertinent to the consideration of length of time 
aid was received. 
TABLE III. 
LENGTH OF TIME AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN WAS RECEIVED 
BY THE TWENTY-TWO FAMILIES, JUNE 1941 to JUNE 1951. 
Duration 
10 years 
9-10 
8-9 
7-8 
6-7 
5t.o6 
4-5 
3-4 
2-3 
1-2 
Under 1 
Total families 
No. of Families 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
___.! . 
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Factors in Economic Dependence ~ InAependence. To learn what 
factors were involved in maintaining the dependency status of 
the families in Group III as compared to the current self-suf-
ficiency of Groups I and II, the eight families in Group III 
are very briefly summarized. 
1. Mrs. A, widowed, is unable to work due to a cardiac 
condition and lives alone. Her one child, a son, is married, 
and unable to support her. She is now receiving general as-
sistance. 
2. Of Mr. and Mrs. N1 s three children, one died, one is 
incarcerated, and the third, a seventeen year old daughter, 
is employed. Although Mr.N worked for eight years during the 
study period, his condition became worse and he had to give 
up_employment in May 1950. Mrs. N is incapacitated by leg 
ulcers. General assistance supplements the daughterts earn-
ings. 
3. Mrs. H. moved to a nearby state with her two young 
children shortly after the death of her husband. She receives 
aid to dependent children from that state, and both children 
still attend school. 
4. Mrs. 0, widowed, has one son attending school, and two 
older employed sons at home. A daughter married and moved 
away. Aid to Dependent Children was received until June 1, 
1951 when the second son obtained employment. The three older 
children completed high school. 
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5. Mrs. G is a widow with two dependent children. Aid 
to Dependent Children is still received to supplement the earn~ 
ings of an older son in the home. Mrs. G has had several op-
erations and is in poor health. 
6. Mri. E, blind and a widower, has two dependent chil~ 
dren in school and two sons attend college. Three forms of 
assistance are being received in this home. Aid to the Blind 
for Mr. E, Aid to Dependent Children for the two younger sons, 
and general assistance supplementation for the two boys at 
college. 
7. Mrs. T, a widow in poor health (bronchitis) has two 
dependent children. A third child, also in poor health, is 
employed part-time, and Aid to Dependent Children, along with 
her earnings, support the family. 
a. Mr. U, incapacitated, with a wife also in poor health, 
(chronic cervicitis) now has five dependent children. A daugh-
ter married and left home. Three of the five children were 
born after June 1941. 
An analysis shows that of the eight families in Group III, 
the death of a father or mother occurred in six families. Five 
of the seven remaining mothers are incapacitated because of 
illness or disability. In two families all the children in 
the home are under sixteen, and in two others the children 
graduated from high school with continuation of education at 
the college level in one of the families. In three of the 
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families, aid was needed to supplement the earnings of one 
older child for the total support of the unit. Only one familj 
in Group III, the N1 s, had been intermittently independent 
prior to June 1951. 
The families in Groups I and II had a correspondingly 
smaller proportion of parents1 deaths. A mother or father died 
in five of the fourteen self-supporting families. Only two of 
the remaining thirteen mothers were incapacitated. The health 
of five fathers had improved to such an extent that four were 
working full time and one part-time to support their families. 
Two mothers were fully employed and self-supporting, while 
seven families were supported by the now-older, fully-employed 
children ranging in number from one to three a family. 
The ages of the children in Groups I and II are consider-
ably older than Group III. In eight of the fourteen families, 
all the children are over sixteen, the children in five fami-
lies are both over and under sixteen with the former predomiw 
nating, while in only one family are all the children under 
sixteen. 
Briefly stated, the factors which seem to be involved in 
determining the economic dependence or independence of former 
aid to dependent children families are these. Death of the 
mother or father and incapacity of the remaining parent, as 
well as younger ages of the children, predominated in the de-
pendent group. 
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In Group III, in contrast to Groups I and II, the childre 
are considerably younger, and in those _instances where older 
. children are present, continuation of schooling for them well 
beyond the age of sixteen had been planned. The Group III 
older, employed children were too few in number to support 
their families completely. 
Factors Involved 1n Long ~ Short Duration £! Assistance. 
To answer the questions as to why some families were in need 
of Aid to Dependent Children for a relatively long time while 
others had a fairly brief duration of assistance, a comparison 
of Groups I and II is in order. Each of these groups contain 
seven families, and the criterion of two and one-half years as 
dividing the long from the Short term families was arbitrarily 
used. 
In Group I only one parent, a father, died, while deaths 
of four parents (three fathers and one mother) were recorded 
for the Group II families. 
There was also a difference between the groups as to the 
family members who were supporting the units in June 1951. 
In Group I, five of the seven families were maintained by the 
full employment of a parent (three fathers and two mothers) and 
in the remaining two families, a single child supported one 
unit, while income from property and pension kept the other 
financially independent. 
On the other hand, the long-term families in Group II were 
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-supported by the children in six families, and by the father. 
in the seventh. 
There is another characteristic that differentiates the 
two economically independent groups and that is the total num-
ber of dependent children in the families ten years ago. In 
June 1941, the seven families in Group I had twenty children, 
while the same number of families in Group II had thirty-seven 
children or almost twice the number. It follows that the 
Group II children were younger than Group I, and being more 
numerous, would eventually become the breadwinners for their 
families. It also accounts for the long duration of assistance 
in Group II, principally because a longer time elapsed before 
these children reached the age of employability. 
A review of the factors which seem to have a determining 
role as to the length of time the families received assistance 
indicates that fewer deaths of parents are involved in the 
short-term families. The parents, rather than the children, 
provide the support for the Group I families. The long dura-
tion families in Group II consisted of many more children, 
who later assumed the responsibility of supporting their fami-
lies. 
The factors that have been enumerated in considering why 
some families became financially self-supporting and others 
did not, as well as the length of time the assistance was need~ 
ed for different families, have been concerned with mortality 
--~-~---~-- -.::-- -- ·- -- -
II ~ ~-----
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and health of the parents, size of family, ages of children, 
and other similar characteristics. Also important in a deter-
mination of the effectiveness of Aid to Dependent Children are 
the emotional factors involved in the receipt of assistance. 
The importance of Aid to Dependent Children to the families, 
and how some families utilized it to move forward to independ-
ence, as well as the attitudes which seemed to block others, 
are illustrated in the case presentations given in Chapter V. 
Pressures Qg Children 1£ Leave School ~ Sixteen. The problem 
of children leaving school after the compulsory attendance age 
of sixteen is reached is one that affects the general popula-
tion and is not limited to children in assistance families. 
It is well known to school authorities and others that in 
times of economic prosperity when jobs are plentiful, high 
school enrollments drop, especially at the upper grades. In 
t·imes of depression the high school population rises. 
The boys and girls in the Aid to Dependent Children 
families not only had the prospect of a job awaiting them dur-
ing most of the past decade, but also had the pressures of a 
limited family income. Many children yielded to the tempta-
tion of a job whose educational recquirements .. were not too 
exacting, and a chance to aid their parents and younger broth-
ers and sisters. 
Although financial pressures predominated as the cause of 
children leaving school at sixteen, other reasons could have 
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been lack of interest in continuing with education, poor 
health, and, in a few instances, desire to enlist in the armed 
serv~ces at a young age. 
There can be removed from consideration those families in 
which the children remained under sixteen during the study 
period, and the families whose children all continued through 
high school graduation or beyond. 
The sixteen families in which some or all the children 
left school at age sixteen included three families in which 
one child had graduated from high school while the other sib-
lings left school at sixteen. 
It is difficult to determine the reasons why all the chil-
dren left school at sixteen. In several instances the case 
record does not give this information except to establish the 
fact that the child was not attending school. In other in-
stances the children left school during the time the family 
was not on assistance and the information is unobtainable. 
Yet, in several case situations, the parent has frankly stated 
that he desired the child to obtain work in order to assist 
the family financially~ 
In seven of the sixteen families there is evidence from 
the case record that parental influence was a factor in the 
child leaving school at sixteen. In seven others there is no 
definite information available on this subject, but from the 
familyts economic circumstances at the time the particular 
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child turned sixteen, it is presumed that some pressures to 
leave school were likely. In two families, the reasons are 
definitely unknown. 
Three boys enlisted in the armed services when they turnec 
seventeen. One girl married at the age of sixteen. 
Some tYPical parental attitudes extracted from the case 
records are given below. 
6/42 John is undecided as to whether he will return 
to school in the Fall. Mrs. A wondered if it would 
be the best thing for John to leave school when he 
reaches sixteen and get a job. She agreed with the 
worker that the longer he did stay on in school, the 
better his chances for advancement later on. 
10/42 John did not return to school. 
No further indication is given as to the reason for· his 
~ not returning, but apparently current employment possibilities ~~won out over the advantages of further education. 
Mrs. C said that since Barbara planned to marry next 
year she felt that it would be just as well if 
Barbara left school and obtained employment to help 
out the family. 
Mrs. G stated that she hoped Anna would be able 
to get some work because she needed many clothes 
which she would be able to buy if she could earn 
money .. 
A different attitude was expressed by Mr. K. 
Mr. K remarked that he wants Carole to continue 
school even after she turns sixteen. He said that 
Carole liked school and he would like to have her 
graduate from high school. 
It is significant that Carole did graduate high school in 
contrast to her older brother and sister who left at sixteen. 
Apparently their employment eased the financial pressure so 
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that Carole saw her way clear to complete her education. 
The area of school attendance at age sixteen and after is 
one in which the worker might participate more actively. Dis-
cussion with the older children and the parents could result 
in planning to continue school after the age of sixteen is 
reached if the child's interest and capacity indicates that 
such continuance is desirable. 
T~e Attitudes £! Former Public Assistance Recipients. One 
phase of this project included visits to those families for 
whom current information was unobtainable from case records 
because Aid to Dependent Children had been discontinued some 
time ago. The purpose of these visits was twofold: to obtain 
the data concerning the parents and children and to ascertain 
the family's attitude about public assistance. 
A review of the twenty-two families Showed that home visit 
were required in eleven situations. After verifying the pres-
ent addresses by checking with the Providence City Directory, 
letters were mailed to the families. It was possible to visi.t 
all the families for which up-to-date data were needed with the 
exception of one famlly that moved to another state six years 
ago. The basic information about this family was obtained 
from a collateral source. 
It was the writer's impression that the families, without 
exception, accepted the follow-up interview and spoke willing-
ly about their experiences from the time they were last known 
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to the agency. Present at the time of the home visit were the 
mothers in six families, the fathers in three families, and 
both parents in two families. These informants related. the 
pertinent facts about their children -- when they married, 
record of service in the armed forces, educational attainment, 
and present employment. A fre~uent occurrence was the display 
of wedding pictures and photographs of sons in military uni-
form when their children were discussed. 
In several instances it seemed that the parents welcomed 
the opportunity to speak to a former worker, and in no situa-
tion was there refusal to supply needed information in this 
interview which was essentially voluntary on the part of the 
informants. 
There were numerous evidences of improved economic cir-
cumstances. Telephones and television sets were fre~uently 
observed. But more important than the material acquisitions 
was the spirit of independence and assurance which a self-
supporting status seemed to engender. 
The attitudes expressed about the importance of aid to 
dependent children to them were varied although one theme ·pre-
dominated. This was that when the father was ill and unable 
to work, and the children were very young, public assistance 
maintained them, and kept the family together until change of 
circumstance made them self-supporting again. 
The attitudes expressed by seven of the eleven families 
~ ·' ' 
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are given in the case illustrations in Chapter V. The remain-
ing four are now presented. Mr. S was the only parent who ex-
pressed an adverse attitude. 
Mr. S seemed eager to converse and talk about his 
children, four of whom had married, and the remain-
ing single son was serving in the Army. When asked 
his opinion of Aid to Dependent Children, he said, 
11 They had a nerve just giving me nine dollars a 
month for a family with five children. 11 
The hostility shown by Mr. S must be tempered by the 
knowledge, and his awareness also, that the small assistance 
payment was made because the two older children, then single 
and employed, were contributing toward the support of the house 
hold. Assistance was discontinued after one and one-half 
months when Mrs. K found employment. 
Mr. Mls attitude toward public assistance was so out-
spoken and extreme, it seemed as if it were, in a sense, a re-
action formation. 
Mr. M said that he was proud to have been on Aid to 
Dependent Children. He was proud that his family 
kept together, and was proud that his children can 
now support his wife and himself. It was a good 
program and he was not ashamed of anything. Mrs. M 
was somewhat more restrained in her expression. 
She related that only the other day when speaking 
to her oldest daughter, they agreed that they seemed 
to have more things ten years ago when prices were 
low, than today when much more income could not go 
so far because of the high cost of living. 
Mrs. A could give only the basic information regarding her 
family because of language difficulty, and her attitude could 
not be ascertained. 
The R family involved a situation where rehabilitation of 
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the father was possible, and the children were able to continuE 
with their education. 
Mr. R had suffered a brain damage due to a head 
injury resulting from a tire explosion. Aid to 
DePendent Children was received by the Rfs from 
January 1941 until August 1943 at which time Mr. 
Rts condition had improved to such an extent 
that he took a position in a jewelry company, 
and has been employed there continuously to the 
present time. The oldest of their four sons, 
Paul, had gone to the University of Rhode Island 
and had distinguished himself with high scholastic 
honors. He graduated in June 1951 and obtained a 
job with a. nationally known electrical firm as a 
mechanical engineer. 
Another son, Alfred, graduated from high school 
and obtained a job in the same jewelry firm in 
which his father was employed. The two younger 
sons are still attending school, one in the tenth 
grade of high school, and the other in junior 
high. Mrs. R felt that the family had been through 
a lot, and Aid to Dependent Children was a big 
help during their time of stress which she called 
a 11bad period," but now things have been going 
along ~uite well for the family. She pointed 
out that Paul was enabled to complete college 
largely through the influence and financial aid 
of her brother-in-law, the boyls uncle, who died 
recently. 
In addition to obtaining an expression from the former 
Aid to Dependent Children recipients as to their attitude 
toward public assistance, this home visit phase of the project 
was of value in another way. It showed that it was possible 
to locate families who were last known to the agency up to 
ten years ago. On the basis of the results obtained from this 
study there is indication that former assistance recipients do 
accept a voluntary interview situation, and will cooperate in 
giving the information asked for. 
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The techni~ue of the follow-up study might well~be util-
ized in more social service research. This investigation has 
touched upon only a few ~uestions asked about the Aid to 
Dependent Children program, and there are many other phases of 
this form of assistance which might be studied profitably by 
the longitudinal method. Questions about other forms of as-
sistance might well be answered by this approach. 
The Children Ten Years Later 
- ____. 
A span of ten years is a somewhat short period to assess 
the progress made by a group of children all under eighteen 
years of age in 1941. Nevertheless, a resume of some of their 
characteristics as of June 1951 will indicate what they have 
achieved so far. 
Ages £! ~ Children. The data presented here are for eighty-
one children since one boy died in an auto accident in 1950. 
Table II in Chapter III will give the ages of the children in 
1951 by adding ten years to each age interval. Thus, it is 
found that there are a total of twenty-one children under six-
teen and sixty children sixteen years and over. The sixty 
consist of twenty-eight boys and thirty-two girls. 
School Attainment. A total of thirty-one children were still . 
attending school in June 1951. Since twenty-one of these were 
under sixteen years of age, this means that ten children who 
were in school were sixteen years and over. Included in this 
figure are two boys attending college. 
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The number of children who left school at age sixteen was 
thirty-nine while those who left at age seventeen were all 
girls -- six in number. Five children graduated from high 
school, and one successfully completed college. 
Marital Status. Twenty-four of those in the older group were 
married by June 1951 of which seven were boys and seventeen 
were girls. Thus, exactly one-fourth of the·boys and more 
than half of the girls over sixteen years of age were married. 
The offspring of the total married group totalled twenty-
two. Hence, there was an average of approximately one child 
for each married couple. All of the seven young married men 
were fully employed and supporting their families. Only one 
of the married women was reported working along with her 
husband. 
Employment Status. Of the unmarried girls not attending schoo 
six were employed in jewelry concerns and two in other jobs. 
Three were temporarily unemployed, and the whereabouts of one 
was unknown .. 
There were twenty-one boys not attending school. Fifteen 
of this number were employed full time at such occupations as 
truck driver, jewelry worker, plasterer, machinist, shipping 
clerk, and mechanical engineer. Four young men were currently 
serving in the armed forces, one was temporarily unemployed, 
and one was in prison. 
Almost all the boys available for work were employed, 
whi few of the s who were not housewives 
II 
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were unemployed. Undoubtedly, lack of advanced education had 
limited most of the young men and women to unskilled and semi-
skilled occupations. 
Militarl Service. In light of the fact that none of the boys 
were eligible for the draft in World War II, it is noteworthy 
that three enlisted for wartime service in the Navy when they 
became seventeen. In June 1951, four other boys were serving 
with the Armed Forces: three in the Army and one in the Air 
Force. 
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CHAPTER V 
CASE ILLUSTRATIONS 
The impact of economic need and the receiving of public 
assistance can be a very constructive process for some people. 
For others it may tend to prolong dependency. The eight fam-
ilies described in this chapter were selected from the three 
groups designated in Chapter IV to illustrate what Aid to 
Dependent Children has meant in certain individual situations. 
There are four families from Group I (financially independent, 
short duration), two families from Group II (financially inde-
pendent, long duration), and two families from Group III 
(dependent upon public assistance). The device of comparing 
two families will be utilized as a means of showing how some 
persons seemed to be helped in achieving independence while 
others were not. 
Group I 
Mr. J, 35 in 1941, had worked as a warehouse clerk 
from 1927 to 1935 when he was forced to give up 
employment because of his failing vision. He was 
aided by various sources, and soon learned to read 
Braille. Employed as a Braille instructor on a WPA 
project until it terminated in May 1941, he applied 
for Aid to the Blind and Aid to Dependent Children 
in June of that year. The unit consisted of Mr. J, 
his wife, and two children, John 8, and Mary 5. 
During the initial interview, Mr. J. expressed his 
feelings concerning relief. He had always given 
the impression to outsiders that he was still work-
ing on WPA and did not want anyone to know that he 
was applying for assistance. Mrs. J also remarked 
how difficult it was for her and what a hard time 
she had having a blind husband. In addition, she 
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said, when her friends find out that she is on 
11 relief 11 they will not visit her. 
Mr. J, in a later interview, said he was not 
interested in making handicraft articles for the 
Bureau for the Blind. He argued 11Why should· 
blind people mak.e floor mats when customers could 
buy manufactured ones in the st@re of e~ual or 
better <quality at a much cheaper price? 11 
Financial assistance was the only service given 
this family. Early in 19421 Mr. J earned some 
casual income as a substitute vending stand opera-
tor, and in April 1942 he received regular employ-
ment as a vending stand operator for the Bureau 
for the Blind, and assistance was discontinued in 
May 1942. 
A home visit in January 1952 revealed that Mr. J 
had been employed continuausly and was self-sup-
porting since his assistance was discontinued 
nine years ago. However, seven months ago, he 
was forced to go on part-time work because of a 
heart condit-ion, and when his illness started, 
his wife obtained employment as a mill worker. 
Mary is now a sophomore in high school, while 
John is a senior and will graduate high school in 
June. 
Mr. j said that financially Aid te Dependent 
Children had been a big help in tiding him over 
until he got another job. He said that he always 
liked to be independent, and would rather work 
11 than be under someonets jurisdiction." 
From the brief summary presented above it may be seen 
that Mr. J is an ambitious, aggressive individual who has not 
allowed the handicap of blindness to interfere with his goal 
of financial and personal independence. His willingness and 
ability to learn Braille proved to be the source of his earn• 
ings until his employment terminated. He and his wife loeked 
upon the receipt of public assistance as a stigma, and both 
resisted the idea of dependency to a great extent. Mrs. J, 
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furthermore, projected some of the guilt she had over acceding 
to her dependency wishes, by self-pity becaus~ of having a 
blind husband. 
Mr. J 1 s aggressive tendencies displayed themselves during 
the time he received assistance. He obtained temporary work, 
and finally succeeded in getting a tull time job. He rejected 
the idea of making handicraft articles probably because it 
represented to him an emphasis on his particular disability. 
That both husband and Wife are aggressive indivlduals is 
borne out by their history after assistance was discontinued. 
Mr. J continued working, and when forced to curtail his activ-
ities, Mrs. J found employment in a mill. She eould not have 
done this ten years ago because her children were very young 
and her services in the home were re~uired. 
The factor that made for short-term assistance was the 
strong determination of Mr. J to retain his essentially mas-
culine role as wage earner, and this resulted in employment. 
The two children are continuing through high school, and there 
is no pressure on them to interrupt their educational plans. 
Mr. Jfs attitude toward assistance is that it is useful 
as a stop-gap measure, and for him Aid to Dependent Children 
represented a temporary support between periods of unemploy-
ment. He could not bear to face it as a continued measure, 
since this would place him in a position of dependency which 
he abhors. 
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Group III 
Mr. E, age 46 in 1942, had been blind since 1938. 
Up to that time he had been employed as a laborer 
on highway construction work. Aid to Dependent 
Children had been received since November 1940, 
and in June 1941 Mr. E was receiving Aid to the 
Blind while his wife and four children, ranging in 
age from two to twelve, were included in the de-
pendent children program. · 
Mr. E told of how discouraged he has been and how 
he often thought he would take the lives of him-
self and his family. Mrs. E corroborated this 
statement saying that for a few weeks she had to 
watch him very closely. Mr. E continued to show 
much anxiety. He sp0ke in a steady stream of 
conversation seldom permitting his wife or the 
social worker to interrupt. He thought he had been 
treated unfairly when receiving aid bef0re and re-
marked on how he hated te accept relief and dread-
ed his oncoming blindness. 
Mrs. E had a slight cardiac condition. She spoke 
mostly about herself and her children. She pride-
fully showed the worker their excellent school 
report cards. It was apparent that Mrs. E was the 
dominant member of the household, and it was she 
who complained a great deal about the inaae~uaey 
ef the payment. 
The worker discussed the various problems which the 
family had, and which centered mostly about budget-
ing. Considerable supportive work was done with 
Mr. E, and the worker arranged medical treatment fer 
Mrs. E who had a gall bladder condition in addition 
to her cardiac disability. 
A year later in 1942 conditions were about the 
same. Mr. E was engaged in making fireplace brushes 
for the Bttreau for the Blind. Mrs. E stressed the 
achievements of her sons and good school progress. 
Mr. E said that he tries to act happy but at times 
he cannot held out any longer and becomes very de-
sperl.ae:nt. 
In July 1943 the worker discussed with Mr. E the 
possibility of employment since he· had shown much 
ability in the work the Bureau had sent him, and he 
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was referred to a placement bureaue Mr. E did not 
io and was highly resistant to the idea saying the 
whole thing is a merry-go-round." At this time 
Mrs. E expressed her impatience with her husband, 
feeling that he was monepolizing the time ef her 
sons by using them as guides. There was no record 
of the worker discussing with Mr. E his real feel-
ings about his refusal te consider employment. 
In the middle of 1943 an attempt was made by the 
Bureau for the Blind to ebtain employment for 
Mr. E in an industrial firm, but this plan failed. 
In recounting his experience to the worker, Mr. E 
remarked that he was able to fellow the directions 
and do the work up to a certain point. This was 
when he had to take his hands off the article he 
was working on. He told the foreman he couldn't 
work, and insisted he did his best under the cir-
cumstances. Again, there is only the recounting 
of Mr. E1 s experience with no activity indicated 
on the worker's part .. 
In January 1944 the two older boys ebtained paper 
routes. They both achieved high school honors 
and perfect attendance. Carl, the eldest, turned 
sixteen and planned to continue with school •. 
About this time, the Bureau for the Blind neted 
that Mr. E was becoming toe dependent upon that 
agency1 s services. 
In March 1946 Mrs. E was hospitalized, and died the 
same month. 
When Carl turned seventeen, Mr. E consulted the 
worker about his sonts continuing in school, and 
·the worker discussed educational plans stressing 
the'value of a higher education. 
After his wifeTs death, neighbors and relatives 
assisted with the housework. Mr. E expressed him-
self as completely at a loss as a result of his 
wife 1 s death. Worker activity consisted of allow-
ing Mr. E to verbalize his feelings by speaking , 
about the funeral details and the meaning to him 
of his loss. 
Another conference with the Bureau for the Blind in 
July 1947 revealed that Mr. E was one of their most 
skillful workers and pessessed remarkable finger 
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dexterity. However, Mr. E refused to take the steps 
that would ~ualify him to take full time employment. 
These steps included having a general medical and eye 
examination. The rehabilitation counselor felt that 
progress was arrested at this point and that a·change 
in attitude was needed. The record fails to show .any 
steps taken toward this goal. 
Assistance continued, and the household functions were 
carried on with Mr. E assuming the role of housewife. 
He wore his wife·1 s aprons;:ot and performed the house-
hold chores, and, at one time, it was noted, he proud-
ly told the worker how clean he could sc.rub a table 
top. 
During the next four years, the four sons continued on 
in school, with the two older sons entering college 
with the aid of scholarship funds, and supplemental 
assistance from General Assistance only fo-r food' 
and clothing. Aid to Dependent Children. still assists 
the two younger boys in school, while Mr. E is in 
receip~ of Aid ta the Blind. 
To understand what is involved in this case situation, 
we must evaluate the_personalities of Mr. and Mrs. E. Mrs. E 
was the dominant figU.re in this fB:JD-ily, upon whom Mr. E leaned 
heavily. Mrs. E resented bitterly her husbandls incapacity 
and his relinquishing the breadwinner r~le. She diverted her 
feelings from her husband on to her sons, and took extraordi~ 
nary pride in their school achievements, had hopes for their 
educational future, and looked to them for future support. 
Mr. E, on the other hand, was presumably a very passive-de-
pendent individual before his incapacity, and his blindness 
served to strengthen these tendencies. His expression of 
death wishes for himself and his family showed an extremely 
disorganized state. He also had much ambivalence toward the 
receiving of assistance, on the one hand saying how much he 
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hated to be dependent upon public aid, and yet never making an 
effort to become self-supporting. 
Despite the fact that he ac~uired considerable finger 
dexterity and skill in making handicraft articles at home, he 
never could take the relatively simple steps of a medical and 
eye examination which would ~ualifY him to take full time em-
ployment. With the strong passive-dependent attitudes shown 
by Mr. E, it is no wonder that he failed when he was given a 
try-out in an industrial plant, and it is likely that he wouid 
refuse any job referral, and resist other attempts to place 
him in employment, which is in direct ~pposition to his emo-
tional needs .. 
His assumption of the household functions, even to wear-
ing his wife's aprons,, shows how he has identified himself 
with his deceased spouse, and rejects a masculine role as head 
of the household. He i:s extremely dependent upon his sons, and 
the services of various social agencies, and the giving of such 
services has seemed to.strengthen his 4ependent situation and 
attitude. 
The worker's role throughout the time the E family has 
been on assistance has been supportive for Mr. E by allewing 
him to express his anxiety feelings, and his ambivalence. 
Active steps which might have made Mr. E able to go out and 
seek employment would have included insight into the reasons 
for his dependent behavior. It is recognized that such 
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therapy is beyond the scope of the public assistance agency, 
but referral to another agency for psychotherapy may have re~ 
sulted in a more favorable outcome. Whether or not Mr. E 1 s 
emotional problems were too deep seated to benefit from treat-
ment is··~problematical, and continued dependence upon public 
aid may have been the only recourse. Nevertheless, an under-
standing of the dynamics involved would have explained much of 
Mr. E's resistance to employment. 
Discussion. The families of Mr. J and Mr. E had many elements 
in common. Both fathers were of comparable ages, both were 
blind, and they lest their sight in adulthood. Yet the atti@ 
tudes of these men are highly different. Mr. J looked upon 
public assistance as a temporary expedient and even while re-
ceiving aid was bending every effort t0 become reemployed. 
He is a highly aggressive individual who looked upon aid as a 
stop-gap measure, and utilized it as a step toward regaining 
independence.. Mr. E showed much anxiety throughout the peried, 
which resulted from ambivalent feelings of aggression_versus 
dependency. His conflict heightened When his wife died because 
there was now pressure for him to take on a,more responsible 
role in the family and assume a more mature position in the 
household. He acceded to his passive-dependency wishes, and 
was unable to seek employment. He adopted the feminine, de-
pendent role in the household, and this again resulted in emo-
tional tension. His attitude toward Aid to Dependent Children 
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is one of reliance for economic support. Aid in the case 0f 
Mr. E has not helped him to move forward. 
In both families there was good planning for the educa-
tional future of the children, and all wi1~ graduate from high 
school. When the factors are considered that made far the 
longer duration of assistance for Mr. E, the attendance at 
oellege of the two sons must be considered. Had they left 
school at .sixteen, and found employment, assistance would have 
ceased many years earlier. From the long,point of view, and 
in the light of their excellent schoel records, the decision 
to enter college seemed the wisest move, and will probably 
bring about economic self-sufficiency for the family in the 
near future. 
Group I 
Mr. D, 45 in 1941, became ill with a lung abcess in 
1936. He continued to work as a laborer on WPA pra-
jects until his condition became worse. Early in 
1941 he was hospitalized but was discharged in March 
of 1941. Aid to Dependent Children started May 1941 
for Mrs. D and the two dependent children -- Arthur 
14, and Mary 11. Calvin, 16, had just left school 
and was looking for work. The family owned the house 
in which they lived. 
In June 1941 Mr. D presented a very pitiful appear-
ance. Bedridden, and excessively thin, he appeared 
to be in the terminal stages of his illness. He died 
in August 1941. 
In September of the same year Calvin obtained employ-
men in a jewelry shop. Mrs. D complained that since 
the death of her husband, her children became very 
unruly and she was having trouble disciplining them. 
She also complained of not feeling well~ and that she 
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lost considerable weight since the death of her 
husband. Although recording. the complaints, the 
worker gave no indication of discussing the prob-
lems centering around the children, nor of re-
ferral to another agency. 
In April 1942, Mrs. D notified the agency that she 
was working. She explained that she took a job in 
a jewelry concern and was earning $15 weekly. She 
did this because Calvin was reluctant to give her 
any money. Calvin felt that he had to pay back 
debts he had incurred, and threatened to leave 
home if his mother nagged him about this. The rel-
atively small assistance payment (because of some 
income from the house and the share of Calvin's 
earnings) was discontinued in May 1942. 
A home visit in January 1952 found Mrs. D in good 
health and still living in the same home which she 
owned. The unit now was Mrs. D and youngest son 
Arthur. The two older children had married and were 
living in their own homes. Mrs. D had continued 
working until Arthur left schQol at 16 and obtained 
employment. 
Mary also left school at sixteen and worked so that 
all three children contributed to the support of 
the family for a time. Mary married in 1950 at the 
age of nineteen .. 
Calvin served in the Army and was a prisoner-of-war 
for fourteen months. He married in April 1951. 
Arthur served in the Navy for eighteen months, and 
is presently employed in a Civil Service laborerfs 
job at a local Naval Depot. 
Mrso D stated that her married children visit her 
often and she is under no financial stress. She 
felt th~t Aid to Dependent Children was a "good 
thing even though she didn't get much." 
Mrs. D presents the picture of a woman who was forced intc 
a new role in her family as a result of her husband's death. 
The lack of discipline on the part of her children, and Calvin1 s 
unwillingness to contribute his expected share of the earnings, 
forced upon her the necessity of assuming her late husbandls 
• 
position as head of the family. Undoubtedly this caused con-
siderable resentment, and her attitude might well have been 
expressed thus -- you are expecting me to be the father as well 
as the mother in this family. Raving no alternative, and being 
unwilling to force the issue over Calvin's pay f~r fear of an-
tagonizing him, she overruled her dependency wishes and went to 
work herself. She worked until her youngest child obtained em~ 
ployment, and then, with sufficient income from all the ehil-
dren, she gave up employment and once more resumed the maternal 
role while her children were the pr0viders. 
Her attitude toward assistance, though favorable, stressec 
the insufficiency of the payment, which, of course, was rela-
. 
tively small because the share Gf the son's earnings and the 
property income had been computed in the budget. Aid to De-
pendent Children served to support her family while she was 
needed in the home to care for her bedridden husband, and after 
his death, she had to assume his place and become self-supporte 
in g. 
All the children left school at sixteen and found employ-
ment. One can see the pressure to leave school in this family, 
and the desire of the children to .relieve their mother of the 
necessity of working. 
Group III 
Mr. o, tubercular, was 53 in 1941, and Aid to 
Dependent Children had been received in the family 
since September 1938 for his wife and four children 
whose ages at the start of the study period were 
I 
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Valerie l?, Paul l4, Harold 9, and Timothy 8. 
Mr. 0 had been a cobbler but was forced to give 
up his trade when his illness occurred in l934. 
In June l94l Mrs. 0 expressed her fears about her 
husband's illness. She felt that the tuberculosis 
might be spread to herself and her children, and 
accordingly used separate dishes for Mr. 0, washed 
his clothes separately, and had him occupy a sep-
arate bedroom. She discussed her children with 
great interest and pride. Although Valerie was 
l?~ she had continued on in high school with a 
c®mmercial course. She also gave an excellent 
account of her three sons 1 progress in school and 
the excellent reports they had received. 
Mr. 0 was very withdrawn and seclusive. He cough-
ed almost continuously and desired that his wife 
carry on all contacts with the social worker. 
He was fearful of spreading disease to others, and 
said that he had thought many times of shooting 
himself because it was not any use to live any 
longer. The workerta efforts were along the line 
of allowing Mr. 0 to vent his feelings, and later 
on tried to interest Mr. 0 in undertaking occupa-
tional therapy at the Bureau for the Handicapped. 
The worker also planned with Valerie along voca-
tional lines. Referral was made for NYA work 
while at school. Immediately after her gradua-
tion, she obtained employment, and as a result, 
a decrease in the assistance payment was possible. 
In l943 Mr. 0 began attending the Bureau for the 
Handicapped. The purpose was to increase his work 
habits, and no pay for Mr. 0 was involved. He 
still expressed his despondency and felt nervous 
when the worker called. 
Paul graduated from high school in June 1946 and 
later started to work. Mrs. 0 previously related 
that Paul had said that when he finished school 
and went to work, the family will have no more 
worries. Mr. 0 died May l948, and Valerie married 
in September l948 and left the family unit. 
In 1950, Harold, who was then a senier in kigh 
school, and an excellent student, planned to go to 
college. Timothy was studying the machinistTs 
trade at school. Mrs. 0 came into the office in 
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April 1951, very elated, saying that she had been 
offered a job at a nearby box factory and would not 
need assistance any longer. Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren was discontinued as of June 1, 1951. Although 
the final entry in the case record was toward the 
end of the study period, the writer made a home visit 
to ascertain if Harold had gone on to college. 
Mrs. 0 revealed that she never did go to work. The 
day she was to leave for work she took very ill, 
and Harold said to her 11 DonTt worry, Mother. I 1ll 
work and you stay home. 11 After graduation Harold 
obtained a position as a shipping clerk and is still 
working at the same job. Thus, Paul and Harold now 
support their mother and Timothy who is still in school. 
Mrs. 0 was anxious to ~elate her experiences. She 
made a point of the fact that her husband died of 
pneumonia and not tuberculosis. She expressed grat-
itude for Aid to Dependent Children and thought it 
was 11 wonderful 11 • She felt that her sons were loyal 
to her, will not permit her to do any unnecessary 
work, and as she put it, 11 the only thing she is do-
ing is the cooking and keeping the house for them. 11 
On the surface Mrs. 0 is a possessive, dependent person, 
yet there is considerable hostility beneath the dependency. 
She felt very bitter about her husband'~s handicap, and let him 
know it. She has utilized her children as a substitute for 
her husband, and has in a very subtle way made many demands 
upon them. 
Her voluntary attempt to obtain employment just at the 
time Harold was to graduate high schoel and was planning for 
college leads to some interesting speculation. Was this a 
genuine attempt to become self-supporting, or perhaps an un-
conscious effort to deflect Harold from his plane so that he 
could help support the family? In any event both eons have 
now assumed the paternal role and feel an obligation to 
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their mother. 
Mrs. 0 also bears considerable guilt in the area of her 
husband. She stresses the point that he did not die of tuber-
culosis. In her wanting to talk at considerable length about 
her past experiences, and explain how difficult her life had 
been, she reveals her rejection of her husband while he was 
living. During the latter part of the period, when her chil-
dren were older, instead of directing her aggressive impulses 
' toward seeking employment, she utilized those impulses to held 
< 
her children close to her, and made them feel an undying obli-
gation to her, even at the expense of their own future. 
One can readily understand Mr. Ole death wish and feeling~ 
of despondency. He was.rejected by his wife and children, and 
saw the latter taking ov·er his rightful place as head of the 
household. He probably even looked upon public aid as usurp-
ing his role as a supporting father. His work at the Bureau 
for the Handicapped may have helped him somewhat. 
. . 
The factors which made this situation of long duration 
were the younger ages of the children, their completion of 
high school, and Mrs. ots reluctance to obtain employment. 
Discussion. The common elements in families D and 0 were the 
death of the husband and the support of the mother by the chil-
dren when they became of working age. However, Mrs. D present-
ed a contrast to Mrs. 0 in her behavior pattern. One obtained 
employment after her husbandTs death when faced with economic 
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pressure, and the possibility of estranging her son, while the 
other continued her pattern of dependency and relied upon her 
children for supp~rt. 
Because of Mr. Dls death shortly after the start of the 
study period, not much is known of his previo-us position in 
the household; but in the instance of Mr. 0, it is shown that 
he was relegated to a minor role; literally an outcast and 
"untouchable II in his own household. ~-This. undoubtedly caused 
the sons in the family to assume the paternal role and feel 
the obligation to support their mother. 
With respect to pressure for leaving school, it is of 
interest to observe that in both the D and 0 families pres-
sure was in evidence, yet at different levels. In the D fam-
ily the children left school at age sixteen, while in the 0 
family the three older children graduated from ~igh school. 
This facter alone would account ·for differences in duration of 
assistance. 
Group I 
Mr. K, who was 55 in 1941, had arthritis and cerebral 
spinal lues. He and his family had been receiving 
Soldierst Welfare for a number ef years prior te the 
time the family was accepted for Aid to Dependent 
Children in January 1941. There were three dependent 
children: Frances 16, Carole 14, and Charles 12. 
Another son, Arthur 17, had left school the previous 
year and in June 1941 was working in a shoe shine 
parlor. Mr. K owned half interest in the house in 
which they lived. 
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Mr. K, of slight build and ~uite talkative, spoke 
English with some difficulty, but understood it 
well in contrast to his wife who understood no 
English,. He spoke at length about his arthritis 
and how he spent his time walking outdoors, and 
how in previous years, he used to plant a vegetable 
garden. He seemed well adjusted and content, and 
definitely' was th~ dominant parent. He speke phil-
osophically about his incapacity, saying 11 We have 
to make th~ best of it. What c~~ we do?" No par-
ticular problems were presented and worker activity 
was primarily concerned with determination of re-
sources and need. 
Frances failed to return to school in September 
1941 and obtained employment in a jewelry firm. 
The prior term she had indicated plans to continue 
with school, but there is ~othing the record con-
tains to show reason for her change in plans. The 
income from Arthur's and Francest employment re-
sulted in discontinuance of assi$tance in November 
1941. 
A home visit in January 1952 found Mr. and Mrs. K 
living in the third floor attic of their home. 
Mr. K, as was the case ten years ago, acted as·the 
.spokesman, and told of his family 1 s experience dur-
ing the past decade. Both daughters had married 
five years ago, ·and up to the time of their mar-
riage had been working and helping support their 
parents. Carole, unlike her Sister, completed 
high school. · 
Mr. K, assisted by his children in the interven-
ing years, had purchased the other half interest 
in their home, and at present he and his wife are· 
supported by rental from the two tenements as well 
as a veteran's pension of $72 monthly for total 
disability. · 
Arthur and Charles saw army service in World War li 
and both subse~uently· married. Charles reenlisted 
in the Air Force several months ago and is now on 
active duty. For his first tour of duty he had 
volunteered at the age of seventeen, having left 
school at sixteen. 
Mr. and Mrs. K seemed satisfied. They care for 
Frances' child while she and her husband work dur-
ing the day. Mr. K makes much of his veteran 
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status, and described in detail the hospitalization 
he recently had at the local Veterans Administration 
hospital. Mr. K felt that Aid to Dependent Children 
"kept his family go:Lng 11 • He said that he had felt 
ashamed to receive public assistance, and is glad 
that he and his wife get along by themselves now1 
and 11 do not have to get any help from the kids 11 • 
Despite Mr. K's assertion of independence, he is actually 
a very dependent person, who had given up hope many years ago, 
and has sought recourse in his illness as a justification for 
his dependency needs. The veteran's pension which he receives 
further enhances his position as a disabled veteran and in his 
own eyes assuages any guilt feelings he may have aver being in 
a dependent role. Since the start of his illness he has been 
in a dependent role, first receiving aid from Soldierst Wel-
fare and then Aid to Dependent Children. Although the latter 
was Short in duration, the reason for discontinuance was the 
employment of two children. All that Mr. K did was to shift 
from public aid to aid from his children to meet his dependencJ 
needs. Mr. K was fortunate in so far as his resources were 
concerned. Home ownership provided shelter for him in additior 
to income from rentals, which when added to his total disabil-
ity pension, was sufficient to meet the support of both his 
wife and himself. It is significant that it was the financial 
aid from the children which enabled Mr. K to purchase his homee 
We have no picture in the case record of Mrs. K which is 
probably due to the worker1 s difficulty in communicating with 
her. 
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The two sons in the family served in the Army during the 
War, and one of them volunteered for the Korean conflict. All 
four children are married, and had made good vocational ad~ 
justments. It is presumed that there was pressure exerted 
upon the two older children to obtain employment, the third 
Carole, completed high school, while the youngest left school 
to enlist. 
Group II. 
Mr. I, tubercular, was 49 in 1941.. In June of the 
same year his wife and five dependent children, 
·all girls, received Aid to Dependent Children. An 
older son, rerdinand, 19, was studying in a seminary 
away from home. The names and ages of the daughters 
were Marjorie 17, Jennie 13, Olive 11, Angeline 9, 
and Grace ?. 
The first impression one obtained of this family 
was that of a happy and congenial group. Mr. I 
seemed to have adapted himself well to the situa-
tion. He did not seem discouraged, but felt the 
greatest concern for the future well being of his 
children. Mr. I assisted with the housework, helped 
care for the children, and there was every indieatien 
that both husband and wife shared the responsibility 
of bringing up the family. 
Continued observation revealed that the home was 
f!J.Uite rigorous in the matter of discipline. The 
parents placed a great deal of emphasis on pro-
tection of the daughters by not allowing them to go 
out or live their own lives. 
In September 1941, Marjorie did not return to school 
but obtained a job. Her parents had exerted pres-
sure for her to work by telling her that it was 
necessary to have m~re income because of rising 
prices, and outfitting the family with clothes was 
expensive. In September Ferdinant returned home 
from the seminary because he thought he would be 
drafted. Through the worker, referral was made to 
the employment service and Ferdinand obtained a job 
in a button factory. 
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In 1943 Marjorie left home without any warning, and 
her parents were exceedingly worried since she did 
not inform them of her whereabouts. In May 1944 
Ferdinand was drafted and later the family received 
an army allotment. There was family pressure for 
Jennie to leave school at sixteen and find employ-
ment and the same excuse was given as for Marjorie 
-- not enough family income. Ferdinand served in 
the Army six months and received a medical discharge. 
In December 1944 public assistance was discontinued 
because the three older children were employed 
(Marjorie had returned home in a little less than a 
year) and the family has been self-supporting since 
that time. 
A home visit in January 1952 revealed that the family 
unit had dwindled to Mr. and Mrs. I, Ferdinand, and 
Grace. Ferdinand is now the sole support of the 
family, and has assumed the paternal role, literally 
making all the decisioas, and supplanting his father. 
He is unmarried and works in a jewelry firm. Grace, 
the youngest child, now seventeen, is in the tenth 
grade and is a good student. 
The other four daughters are all married and live 
away from home. Marjorie married in 1945 and Jennie 
in 1948. These two sisters are married, coinci-
dentally, to ~ruck drivers and live in Connecticut. 
Olive left school at sixteen and married in 1950. 
Angeline also discont·inued her formal education at 
the age of sixteen. Both Angeline and Olive live in 
Providence. 
Mr. and Mrs. I present the same complaining attitude 
they did ten years ago. They told how they strug-
gled with the high cost of living, and now must 
scrimp and save to get along on Ferdiand 1 s wages. 
After the son's discharge, he purchased a house in 
which the family now live. 
The parents, and Ferdinand especially, have no kind 
words for the daughters who married and left the 
home. They felt they should have continued to aid 
the family. They refer to certain of the sons-in-law 
as 11 bums 11 and it is evident that family ties between 
the parents and married children are strained. 
Both Mr. and Mrs. I seem to exhibit the same emotional 
makeup and attitudes, and one can observe the effect these 
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have had upon the children.. Under a rigid, authoritarian dis-
cipline, the daughters found the home unbearable, and at the 
first opportunity sought to escape its influence. The daugh-
ters, with one exception, left school when they turned sixteen 
and found employment, and all married ~t an early age. The 
fact that one daughter ran away from home and did not tell her 
family of her whereabouts gives a clue as to the emotional 
turmoil that prevailed at that·time. The strict, parental 
overprotection, an Old.World 'cultural pattern, as well as a 
possible disguise for the hostile, rejecting attitudes of the 
parents, has now resulted in the breaking of family ties. 
Ferdinand, the oldest child and only son, was frankly 
\ 
favored by his parents, and he is at the present time the sole 
support of the family. Mr. I in his dependent role has re-
nounced his position as head of the family to Ferdinand. This 
has resulted in a disgruntled family unit, with parents re-
sentful over having to depend solely on their sonts earnings, 
and the son unhappy over the large responsibility placed on 
his shoulders'O; 
Casework services consisted of referral for employment 1 
and consultation with regard to school problems -- all on an 
environmental level. There was no attempt that was indicated 
in the record to discuss with the parents the deleterious 
effect their attitude was having on the children, although 
such attitudes and effects were noted. The factor determining 
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~he length of assistance was the employment of the children 
~hen they left school. 
Discussion. The common elements presented in the K and I fam-
~ly are very striking and are listed below. 
1. Both parents are still living and are of 
comparable ages. 
2. Neither parent sought employment. 
3. All sons in both families saw military service. 
4. Assistance was discontinued when the children 
left schoel at sixteen and found employment. 
5. The youngest daughter in each family completed 
or will complete high school. 
6. The families now own their own homes. 
The similarities now end; the differences can be laid at thE 
~oor of'the parental attitudes. Although both fathers are very 
~ependent and sought justification for their dependency in their 
ncapacities, the K family had a permissive attitude toward 
~heir children, and now that the children have grown and are mar~ 
~ied, the parents find much happiness in their childrents 
Drogress. Ther,e are strong family ties. 
In the I family the very strict and rigid discipline in the 
1ousehold resulted in much unhappiness for the daughters. One 
~irl ran away from home, only to return a year later and get 
~arried. Three other daughters urged by the parents to leave 
~chool at sixteen and find employment to add to the family 
ncome, apparently sought refuge in marriage as an escape from 
restrictive family life. Mr. and Mrs. I, in transferring 
heir dependence from Aid to Dependent Children to their chil-
ren, maintained the same demanding attitudes as before, the 
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only difference being the source of the income. 
The burden of supporting his parents and remaining sister 
has fallen upon the only son who is ~uite resentful toward his 
married sisters. The family complains about their lot in life, 
and the hardships they have to undergo. 
For both the I and K families, Aid to Dependent Children 
served as a temporary interval in a continuous pattern of de-
pendency. That is, when no longer eligible for aid, the chil-
dren supported their parents. Both families would in all 
likelihood be receiving another form of assistance if not for 
private resources and pension in one family, and employment of 
a child in another. 
These two families have been presented to show how dif-
ferent attitudes toward the children have had far reaching re-
sults. It is interesting to note that the youngest daughter 
in each family has or will have completed high school, and the 
only logical explanation can be that the older children bore 
the brunt of the familyts financial responsibility making it 
easier for the younger sibling to complete her educational 
objective. 
-- ........... 
Group I 
Mr. F, tubercular, was 45 in 1941, and had two older 
children, John 21, who lived with his grandmother, 
and Madeline who earned a very small sum each week 
by doing housework. Mrs. F and the four dependent 
children were receiving Aid to Dependent Children 
in June 1941. They were Joan and Beatrice 15 (twins), 
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Elaine 13, and Victoria ll~ Mr. F was incapacitated 
in 1937 and at that time was institutLonalized in 
the State Sanatorium for one year. 
Mrs. F presented a very pleasant appearance, spoke 
about her problems, and told the worker what a hard 
time she had in making both ends meet. She told 
the worker how she tried to prevent her husband from 
becoming despondent. There was a small tomato patch 
in the back yard which Mr. F had planted. She em-
phasized Mr. F's role in the family saying that all 
decisions were left up to him. 
Mr. F appeared younger than his age and showed much 
optimism. He seldom complained, nor did he refer 
to his health. Mr. F at the outset of the study 
period was receiving $5 weekly fron his son John. 
Despite Mrs. F's assertions, it was apparent that 
she was the dominant parent, did most of the talking 
and planning, and controlled the family's affairs. 
Services to this family, in addition to the money 
payment, included arrangements to care for medical 
needs, and providing surplus clothing. In June 
1942 a medical report indicated that Mr. F had im-
proved to such an e~tent that he was now able to 
do light work. The situation was explained to the 
family and Mr. F remarked that he would like to 
get a job now that he was feeling better, and had 
in mind something like night watchman's work which 
would not be too strenuous. Assistance was dis-
continued in July 1942. 
When the writer visited the home in January 1952, 
Mrs. F spoke about the experiences of her family 
during the past nine years. In the Fall of 1942 
the twins, Joan and Beatrice, then .sixteen, did not 
return to school but obtained employment and as-
sisted the family. An allotment from John in the 
service also helped out. Mr. F started to work in 
1945 as a 11 service man 11 in a local rubber plant 
and has been employed there continuously. His 
health has improved considerably, and he is now the 
sole support of the family consisting of himself, 
Mrs. F, and Victoria who is now fifteen and in llB 
at high school. 
John served four years in the Army and is now married. 
Madeline married in December 1942 and lives with her 
husband·and three children in Louisiana. The tWins 
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married in 1947, and both had helped support the 
family up to the time of their marriage. 
Elaine left school at sixteen and started working. 
Now she is married and has two children. . Victoria, 
the only child still at home, is taking a commercial 
course, and looks forward to high school graduation. 
Mrs. F indicated that close family ties exist and 
her married children visit her often. She refers 
to her experience while on assistance as 11 a hard 
struggle, but it turned out all right in the end. 11 
She felt that the social workers treated her nice:Ly, 
and recalled in particular the shee·ts and pillow 
cases the surplus clothing plan provided for her. 
Aid to Dependent Children for the F family was a temporar~ 
expedient, supporting and holding the family together until 
they could become self-supporting. Mr. F's improved health 
was the major factor in keeping the family financially inde-
'pendent. Financial support by the daughters who went to work 
after leaving school supplanted public aid until Mr. F re-
ceived employment in 1945. 
During Mr. FTs illness his family was influential in keep., 
ing up his spirits, and maintaining his role as head of the 
family, despite the fact that Mrs. F was in reality the domie 
nant pa~ent. He still could not give in to his dependency 
wishes, and could not remain dependent upon the support of his 
daughters. His aggressiveness caused him to obtain employment, 
and remain employed;: so that he could once more assume the 
entire support of his family, and thus enable his daughters to 
marry without feeling any sense of obligation to the family on 
their part. 
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Other than medical and budgetary problems, no additional 
services seemed re~uired for what seemed to be a harmonious 
family group. Mrs. F in expressing her gratitude, emphasized 
the difficult struggle it had been, and in reality was saying 
that although Aid to Dependent Children kept the family to-
gether when they could see no other alternative, the family 
looked forward to the time when they could become economically 
self-sufficient, and the rehabilitation of Mr. F fortunately 
helped achieve this goal. 
Victoria, the youngest child, is of high school age at a 
time when economic pressures are not so great, and unlike her 
sisters, can see her way clear to complete her high school 
education and has a definite vocational goal in sight. · 
·Group II 
Mr. V was 37 in 1941. He had bronchiectasis and 
pleurisy, a condition which started in 1936. A 
barber by ·trade, he gave up his work when he became 
ill. In January 1941 the family started receiving 
Aid.to Dependent Children. The ages of the chil-
dren were Agnes 13, Jane 11, Myrtle 10, Fred 5, and 
Beatrice· 3. 
Mr. V suffered a great deal from his illness and 
was miserable most of the time. He had lost con-
siderable weight and was down to 120 pounds. 
Mrs. V was a woman who complained most of the.time. 
Her complaints centered largely about the inade-
~uacy of the assistance payments. She was very 
possessive, and although there seemed to be a coop-
erative spirit between husband and wife, it was 
Mrs. V who did all the talking and planning for 
the family. 
In April 1942 Mrs. V re~uested ~n increase in pay-
ment because her husband needed a special diet. 
She also re<quested money for needed additional 
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clothing. Services centered about helping Mrs. V 
with her budgeting, planning with Mr. V for medi-
cal treatment, and making camping arrangements for 
·the children. · 
During an interview in 1943 the attitude expressed 
by Mr. V was in contrast to his wife's. Mr. V stated 
11 He thanked God we are getting as much as we are. 11 
He felt that things could be a lot worse, and they 
shouldnft complain, but feel very thankful. Mrs. V 
noted that .Agnes 15, helped a great deal with her 
housework. 
In April 1944 Mr. vr s. condition improved somewhat, 
and he took a job for Saturdays working at a barber 
shop earning $3 for the day. In June of the same 
year, Agnes 16, announced that she did not plan to 
return to schoel, and obtained a job as a factory 
worker. Although Mr. vrs small earnings, and Agnes' 
contribution resulted in a large decrease in the 
payment, the family still continued on assistance. 
In 1945 there was a little difficulty concerning 
how much Agnes should contribute. Mrs. V felt that 
she -should give more than she was contributing, but 
this matter soon cleared itself. In August 1946 
Jane, who just turned sixteen, left school, and ob-
tained a job in a jewelry factory. Mrs. V came to 
the office to notify that both daughters were now 
working, Mr. V was earning a little more in his 
part-time barbering, and assistance was no longer 
needed. Accordingly, aid was discontinued September 
1946. 
A home visit in January 1952 revealed that the status 
of the family was exactly the same as it was ten 
years ago with this exception: three of the children 
were now working. The family still lived in the 
same rented tenement, none of the children had mar-
ried, and Mrs. V still retained her complaining at-
titude despite her own admission that the support 
from three working daughters, and her husbandls 
part-time earnings were more than sufficient for the 
familyts needs. She bemoaned the high cost of liv-
ing, and stated how difficult it was· to get along 
these days. 
Agne-s,- Jane, and Myrtle (who left school at seven-
teen) are now employed in clerical and factory jobs, 
while Fred and Beatrice, both under sixteen, attend 
school. 
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Mrs. V made much of the fact that she voluntarily 
re~uested discontinuance of assistance. She did 
not feel many people would be honest enough to do 
this. She thought that 11 Aid to Dependent Children 
was a good thing, but you didn't get enough money 
to live on. 11 Myrtle, the youngest of the three 
employed daughters, has become engaged, but there 
are no definite marriage plans as yet. 
Mrs. V is an aggressive, hostile woman who is extremely 
possessive, and fearful of losing her position in the family. 
She has actually used her children to serve her own ends. 
Although Mrs. V is in good health, and presents a youthful 
appearance, seeming much younger than her forty-five years, she 
has imposed upon her daughters the task of doing all the house-
work, washing the family 1 s clothes, in addition to having them 
contribute their earnings through employment. One can almost 
sense that she shows hostility toward her children. She has 
impressed upon them the necessity of love and devotion to 
their parents, and their obligation to support. The daughters, 
as they grew older, represented a threat to Mrs. V's uncon-
scious narcissism, by their youth, and the possibility that 
their marriage would remove them from the family, thrusting 
the responsibility of support upon her. In her self-centered-
ness, she cannot contemplate that she should go to work 
(although her children are older and she is in good health), 
and thus has kept her children very close to her in a very . 
possessive manner. Although the oldest daughters are still 
young (twenty to twenty-three) their remaining unmarried is 
uni~ue for the cultural setting in which they live, and even 
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is in contrast to the marital history of the daughters repre-
sented in the present study. Mrs. V looks to her children as 
a source of income, and does not encourage thoughts of mar-
riage. 
Although outwardly aggressive and forceful, she seeks 
dependency. Her constant complaining is a guise for her hos-
tility and resentment. The stress she places upon her own 
honesty in reporting the employment of her daughters and re-
questing discontinuance of assistance, as well as her attitude 
that most other people are dishonest, gives us a clue as to 
her attitude toward others. She is suspicious and being able 
only to receive, and not give, she ascribes these same feel-
ings/toward other people. 
Mr. V, overwhelmed by his wifets dominance, and yet not 
sharing her complaining attitude, has done his best toward 
supporting the family within the limitations imposed by his 
health. He has worked as a barber on a part-time basis, and 
gradually has increased his working capacity. 
Despite sufficient income, the improved health of Mr. V, 
and the good health of the rest of her family, Mrs. V is un-
happy and resentful. Whether or not the daughters can resist 
the mother 1 s dominance and emancipate themselves from the fam-
ily remains to be seen. 
Aid to Dependent Children for this family proved to be a 
temporary arrangement until the children reached employable 
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age, and the fatherls health improved. Pressure by the mother 
for the two older daughters to leave school at the age of six-
teen was in evidence. 
Discussion. The V and F families make an interesting compari-
son for similarities and differences. In both families the 
health of the fathers improved so that employment was obtained; 
one on a full time, the other on a part time basis. Both 
mothers remained home and cared for the children. The two 
families presented the appearance of family solidarity, and 
the fathers were respected persons in the household, although 
the mothers were the dominant personalities. 
The difference in mothers' attitudes was outstanding. 
Mrs. F could accept aid when it was needed ahd looked upon it 
as a temporary measure. The children in her family helped 
support after leaving school, yet felt free to marry and leave 
home. Public assistance was looked upon as a necessary means 
of achieving independence. 
On the other hand, Mrs. v, by her constant complaining, 
gave evidence of much anxiety and guilt over receiving assist-
ance. Her very possessive and domineering attitude has re-
sulted in keeping her family intact over the years. Even 
though economically independent, she still finds fault with the 
family income in relation to high prices. She is still emo8 
tionally dependent in a hostile way, and is anxious that she 
may have to reapply for assistance if her children should lose 
their jobs. 
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The factor that influenced the differing duration of as-
sistance in both families was the ages of the children and 
their employment. Pressure to leave schoel early was noted in 
both families, and the employment of both fathers helped im~ 
prove their status in the family circle. 
The improved health of both fathers was a factor in the 
ultimate discontinuance of assistance, and undoubtedly had a 
beneficial effect upon the attitudes of the other members of 
the family. 
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CHAPTER V:t 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The present study has described a group of twenty-two Aid 
to Dependent Children families in which an incapacitated fa-
ther lived in the home. It has examined the economic status 
of these families after a ten year period. The investigation 
was conducted by means of reviewing case records and making 
home visits, and the questions raised centered around factors 
in the economic dependence or independence of the families, 
pressures on the children to leave school, and the attitudes 
of the former assistance recipients toward the public aid they 
had received. 
The 11 incapacitated-father-in-the-home 11 aid to dependent 
children family approximates in its components the so-called 
average family in our culture, and as such merits study with 
regard to the effectiveness of this assistance program. 
In 1941 the twenty-two fathers were incapacitated by var-
ious physical or mental conditions, but tuberculosis or other 
pulmonary disorders accounted for the largest number, ten or 
forty-five per cent. 'i'he fathers" median age was forty-five 
years and the median age of the mothers was forty. Most of 
the marriages between the mother and father took place prior 
to the onset of the father's incapacity. 
The occupations of the men were all unskilled or semi-
skilled and their education had advanced seldom beyond the 
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elementary school level. A total of eighty-two dependent chil 
dren with an equal division of boys and girls was present in 
the twenty-two families. Their ages were distributed fairly 
evenly among all the age groups from one through seventeen 
years with the largest number, nine children, at the eleven 
year level. · 
In 1951, or ten years later, the size of the family units 
had dwindled because of death, marriage of children, employ-
ment elsewhere, and service in the armed forces. The most 
striking fact was that eleven parents died during the decade 
(nine fathers and two mothers) causing the loss of a parent in 
exactly 50 per cent of the twenty-two families. There were nG 
children remaining in homes of three families, while there 
were fewer children left in most of the remaining family units. 
For the purpose of answering the questions raised in this 
study the families were divided into three groups according to 
whether they were still supported by public assistance at the 
time of the study, and the duration of assistance (long or 
short) for the self-supporting families. 
To determine what factors were responsible for the current 
dependence in Group III, this dependent group was compared to 
Groups I and II (independent) and it was found that six parents 
had passed away in the eight Group III families as compared to 
the five deaths in the fourteen independent families. The 
majority of the Group III mothers were incapacitated by illness 
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or disability as compared with a minority in Groups I and II. 
In three of the eight dependent families, all the children con~ 
tinued or planned continuation through high school graduationo 
The factors that made for a family's continued dependence 
or independence were many and varied, and it is difficult to 
make any broad generalizations. However, from the present find 
ings it seems that the following circumstances were present in 
a greater proportion of the dependent than the self-supporting 
families: death of one parent and/or incapacity of the other, 
younger children, education for the children well beyond the 
age of sixteen, to~ few older employed children to support theiJ 
families completely by their earnings. 
Next in consideration was the reason why seven of the fam-
ilies received assistance for less than two and one-half years 
while seven were on Aid to Dependent Children for periods 
longer than this duration. The death of a parent, here, also 
was more common among the long term families. The short dura-
tion families were supported primarily by the parents whereas 
the former dependent children provided the support in the long 
duration families. The families who required assistance for a 
relatively long time had almost twice as many dependent chil-
dren as the short term families ten years ago, they were youngez 
and hence it took longer before they were able to seek employ-
ment. 
The case records and interviews were reviewed for a de-
termination of the extent to which pressure had been exerted on 
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the children to leave school at age sixteen. For six families 
this was not a problem because all the children were under 
sixteen or had gone on with high school beyond sixteen. In 
the remaining sixteen families it was found that parental pres~ 
sure was definitely exerted in seven situations, whereas pres-
sure was presumed in seven others. Thus, in the majority of 
families there were forces at work urging the child to leave 
school early. Not only parental influence, but also a good 
economic climate with job opportunities influenced the childfs 
decision. The worker might play a more important role in 
planning with the child and his family when the problem of 
continuation of school arises. With employers demanding in~ 
creasingly higher educational standards, the child with only 
the minimum schooling will find himself at a disadvantage and 
limited as to his job opportunities. 
Next under consideration were the attitudes expressed by 
former aid to dependent children recipients. The writer 
visited eleven homes and in every instance found the parents 
willing to discuss their present situation and supply current 
information regarding their children. Their attitude toward 
public assistance, and receiving it in the past, was expressed 
in many ways, although practically all the informants agreed 
that it tided them over a rough spot in their lives. 'More 
important than the specific attitudes expressed, it seemed to 
the writer, was the fact that all the families accepted the 
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interview cooperatively and there was no refusal or resistance. 
The follow-up technique lends itself readily to social service 
research and should be employed more frequently. It is ad-
mittedly time consuming, but the results seem to warrant the 
effort. 
Not forgetting the children in the study, a brief summary 
was presented of the progress of the eighty-two dependent chil-
dren ten years later. One child had died, and a total of 
twenty-one were attending school in June 1951. One-quarter of 
the boys and half the girls over sixteen years of age had mar-
ried. They averaged one child per family. Practically all the 
boys and most of the girls available for work were emp~oyed 
although their jobs were mostly of the unskilled or semi-skille 
variety. A total of seven young men had served or were cur-
rently serving in the armed forces. 
Eight case illustrations selected from the three family 
groups were presented to show how Aid to Dependent Children 
helped some families move forward to their goals of financial 
independence, while others retained their dependence because of 
external factors or other reasons. The illustrations also 
covered the subjects of the general questions. They also sup-
port the conclusion that the incapacity of a father of itself 
does not determine the pattern of a familyfs development. It 
is rather the constellation of personality factors in all the 
family members which determine how the unit will meet a 
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particular situation. It is important that the public assist-
ance worker be cognizant of these factors for euch understand-
ing throws light on the dynamics involved in each individual 
situation. 
The Aid to Dependent Children program merits the best in 
case work services that can be offered. The dependent child 
of today is the adult of tomorrow, and every possible help 
toward his proper development While in the formative years 
will bring future returns. 
A-p~{( ~--d:;-
Bichard K~ Cofiant 
.Dean 
: ~ .. 
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APPENDIX A. 
SCHEDULE 
Case name Case No. Address 
------------- ------- ----------------
A.D.C. Payments 
Opened Closed Initial Payment Reasons for Opene 
and revisions ing and Closing 
1st 
2nd 
etc. 
Characteristics ..Q! Parents 
1. Name 
2. Date of Birth 
3. Date of Death 
4. Nature of Incapacity 
5. Date of onset " 
6. Usual Occupation 
7. Employment in June, 1951 
8. Date of Marriage 
9. Marital History (1st, 2nd) 
Father Mother Comments 
Characteristics Q! Children (included in A.D.C. payment in 
1941-42) 
Name Sex Birthdate Education Marital Status Employment Comment 
6-51 
--------------------------------------- --~-~~-- ------~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
etc. 
---------~-
' 
.~;·. 
,.¥~;.·· ,-
f 
i 
I 
~ ·'\_ 
-~-
. ' 
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APPENDIX A (CONTlD). 
1. Was family dependent upon public assistance in June 
1951? What type? 
What factors brought about this dependence? 
How were the self-supporting families maintained 
What factors brought about financial independ-
ence for the family? 
2. Was family, if self-supporting, on aid to dependent 
children for more than 2-1/2 years? Factors 
that made for long or short duration? 
3. How many children left school at age sixteen during 
study period? Evidence of pressures upon them 
to leave school? 
4. Attitude of family toward public assistance as 
·expressed during home visit? From case record? 
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APPENDIX B. 
S~TE 011' RHODE XSLAJ.~D AND PROVXDE.XCE PLANTATIONS 
DEPARTM;ENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE 
DIV.lSION OF PUBLIC ASSIS'.CA.NCE 
Mrs. ----- ----------Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Dear Mrs. ----------: 
40 FOUNTAIN STREET 
PROVIDENCE 3, 
Date 
You may remember that ten years ago I was your social worker 
for Aid to Dependent Children. I am not a social worker now, but 
I am still with the Social Welfare Department in a different jobo 
We would like to know how you and your children are getting 
along now, because it has been some time since we heard from you. 
We are interested in knowing how the family is feeling, and how 
your children are doing at school or at work. Such information 
will help us to serve better the families who now get Aid to 
Dependent Children. 
I should like to make a short visit to your home to talk with 
you, and will come on ----------· 
I look forward to meeting you againo 
Sincerely yours, 
Signature 
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